Geisel Award Winners

2019: Fox the Tiger – Tabor  E T115f
2018: Charlie & Mouse – Snyder  E Sn919c
2017: We Are Growing! -- Keller  E W667wg
2016: Don’t Throw It to Mo! -- Adler  E Ad59d
2015: You are (not) small -- Kang  E K132y
2014: The watermelon seed -- Pizzoli  E P6898w
2013: Up, tall and high! -- Long
2012: Tales for very picky eaters -- Schneider  E Sch58t
2011: Bink and Gollie -- DiCamillo  F D546bi
2010: Benny and Penny in the Big No-No! -- Hayes  E H326b
2009: Are you ready to play outside? -- Willems  E W667a
2008: There is a bird on your head -- Willems  E W667th
2007: Zelda and Ivy: the runaways -- Kvasnosky  E K971z
2006: Henry and Mudge and the great grandpas -- Rylant